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Why?
Veenhuis Machines contributes to
feeding soils, plants, animals and
people. Sustainable agriculture in line
with PlanetProof principles and a
sustainable food chain are global
goals.
We believe in utilising a closed cycle
of natural fertilisers, which ensures that
the nutrients provided by liquid manure
are optimally used.

How?
Veenhuis Machines develops, designs
and manufactures systems and products
that enable farmers to benefit from
organic fertilisers and the nutrients
contained in them.
Veenhuis Machines uses measurement
and low-emission application technology
to reduce nutrient leakage into the
minerals cycle.

What?
Veenhuis has specialised in products
for processing, transporting and
spreading liquid manure since 1938,
and our company’s expertise is
renowned all over the world.
The unmistakeable yellow Veenhuis
machines are synonymous with high
quality.
Manure Matters!

Natural fertilisers are not a waste
product – quite the contrary: Organic
fertiliser provides important nutrients
for healthy soils.
Our challenges lie in evaluating slurry,
and in using and applying it correctly.

Manure Matters
Whenever you think of manure, Veenhuis Machines should be the first thing to come to mind.
Veenhuis Machines has over 75 years of experience in the development and design of agricultural machinery, and this is
clearly reflected in the quality and unparalleled functionality of Veenhuis machinery. Veenhuis is a specialist supplier of a full
range of products for processing, transporting and spreading liquid manure. Veenhuis has the right solution for any (operative)
situation.
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ARABLE

INJECTORS
The Veenhuis range of arable injectors comprises four series of high-quality machines
for professional users who value efficient manure application and good tillage. The
different versions provide a matching solution for any user’s needs. These injectors
stand out through 60-mm outlets, heavy vibration tines and a robust design.

TERRAJECT 200
Two rows of tines
maximum working width:
6.50 metres

TERRAJECT 300
Three rows of tines
maximum working width:
8.12 metres

TERRAJECT 400
Four rows of tines
maximum working width:
6.44 metres

TERRAJECT DISC
Two rows of discs
maximum working width:
6.00 metres
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MANURE PROCESSING
For trailed tanks
Available in four working
widths: 4.72/5.31/5.90
and 6.49 metres
Available as a 6-metre row
version (8 rows at 75 cm each)
With two rows of vibration
tines and wear-resistant chisels
Continuously variable wheels

TERRAJECT
200
The Veenhuis Terraject 200 was developed for injecting
manure into arable fields.

MANURE TRANSPORT

FEATURES

This machine is suitable for all types of soils and is ideal for trailed tanks. Its special
spring tines ensure that the machine only requires very little tractive force.

MANURE APPLICATION

The injector features continuously variable wheels with pneumatic tyres for setting the
correct working depth.

OPTIONS
Various tool attachment
options
Quick-coupling system
Multifaster
Tow hook
Pneumatic drip stop
Section control and section
control via GPS/RTK
Steps and platform
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FEATURES
For trailed and
self-propelled tanks

TERRAJECT
300

Available in three working
widths: 6.96/7.54 and
8.12 metres
Available in a 7.50-metre row
version (10 rows spaced 75 cm
apart)
With three rows of vibration
tines and wear-resistant chisels
Continuously variable wheels

The Veenhuis Terraject 300 injector is a robust,
wide arable injectors.
The Terraject 300 is available in working widths from 6.96 to 8.12 metres and therefore
Veenhuis’ widest arable injectors. The Terraject 300 features three rows of vibration tines
with wear-resistant chisels for applying manure and tilling the soil in a single pass. The
working depth is continuously variable.

Range of options

OPTIONS
Various tool attachment
options
Quick-coupling system
Multifaster
Tow hook
Pneumatic drip stop,
divided into sections
Section control and
section control via GPS/RTK
Steps and platform
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MANURE PROCESSING
For larger trailed and
self-propelled tanks

TERRAJECT
400

Available in three working
widths: 5.32/5.88 and
6.44 metres
With four rows of vibration
tines and wear-resistant chisels
Continuously variable wheels

The Veenhuis Terraject 400 injector is a robust,
wide arable injector with four rows of tines.

MANURE TRANSPORT

FEATURES

MANURE APPLICATION

This is the ideal machine for professional contractors and for attachment to heavy and
self-propelled tanks. The adjustable spring tines and chisels, and the continuously variable
working depth ensure optimal performance under any conditions.

OPTIONS
Various tool attachment
options
Quick-coupling system
Multifaster
Tow hook
Pneumatic drip stop
Section control and section
control via GPS/RTK
Steps and platform
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FEATURES
Two rows of serrated discs
Available in working widths
of 4, 5 and 6 metres

TERRAJECT
DISC

Perfect tillage
Maintenance-free bearings
Optimal hose routing
Height-adjustable wheels

The Terraject Disc is a disc harrow which cuts stubble,
turns soil and spreads manure in a single pass.
The disc harrow features two rows of serrated discs. The height of the four steel wheels
can be adjusted via a pivot. With its compact design and low weight, the Terraject Disc is
ideal for trailed and self-propelled tanks. The adjustable outlets in front of the first row of
discs allow manure to be spread at various sites to ensure that it is optimally applied.

OPTIONS
Various tool attachment
options
Quick-coupling system
Multifaster
Pneumatic drip stop
Section control and section
control via GPS/RTK
Steps and platform
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GOOD, BETTER, MANURE

veenhuis.com

t +31 (0)572 35 21 45
e info@veenhuis.com
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